Some previous studies point to the extension of Chargaff's second rule (the phenomenon of symmetry) to words of large length. However, in random sequences generated by an independent symbol model where the probability of occurrence of complementary nucleotides is the same, we expect that the phenomenon of symmetry holds for all word lengths. In this work, we measure the symmetry above that expected in independence contexts (exceptional symmetry), for several organisms: viruses; archaea; bacteria; eukaryotes. We also create 27 control scenarios with the same length of each genome under study. The results for each organism were compared to those obtained in control scenarios. We created a new organism genomic signature consisting of a vector of the measures of exceptional symmetry for words of lengths 1 through 12. We show that the proposed signature is able to capture essential relationships between organisms.
Introduction
The detailed analysis of some bacterial genomes led to the formulation of Chargaff's second parity rule, which asserts that complementary nucleotides occur with similar frequencies in each of the two DNA strands [15, 9, 16, 7] . Extensions of this rule state that the frequencies of inverted complementary words (such as AAC and GTT) should also be similar. Chargaff's second parity rule and its extensions have been extensively confirmed in bacterial and eukaryotic genomes, including recent results (e. g. [13, 14, 6, 5, 12, 10, 17, 7, 11, 3, 4] ).
The views about the origins and biological significance of Chargaff's second parity rule and its extensions are conflicting [18] . For example, Forsdyke and Bell (2004) argue that this symmetry results from DNA stem-loop secondary structures [8] . However, Albrecht-Buehler (2007) argues that the presence of Chargaff's second parity rule and its extensions are due to the existence of certain mechanisms of inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpositions [5] .
If a sequence is randomly generated using an independent symbol model that assigns equal probability to complementary nucleotides, then it is expected that the extensions of Chargaff's second parity rule will hold. In this case, however, words other than inverted complements (e.g. AAG, TTC, CAA) will also be equally likely. In real sequences, we found that the similarity between the frequency of each word and that of the corresponding inverted complement is stronger than the similarity to the frequency of any other word [2] .
We will analyze not only the symmetry phenomenon (similarity between the frequencies of symmetric pairs) but also the exceptional symmetry phenomenon. This exceptional symmetry will be evaluated by a relative measure that corresponds to the ratio of the goodness of fit of the symmetry hypothesis and the goodness of fit of the uniformity in equivalent composition group hypothesis. An equivalent composition group is composed by words with equal expected frequencies under independence and Chargaff's second parity rule hypothesis. We focus our study on the analysis of several species and compare the results of the exceptional symmetry with those obtained in the control scenarios.
Based on the exceptional symmetry measure, we created a kind of organism genomic signature by using a vector with the first 12 measures of exceptional symmetry (word lengths from 1 to 12). Our results show that the genomic signature has the potential to discriminate between species groups.
Methods
Let A be the set {A, C, G, T } and let π S denote the occurrence probability of symbol S ∈ A. Chargaff's second parity rule states the equality between the occurrence of complementary nucleotides: π A = π T and π C = π G .
We define a symmetric word pair as the set composed by one word w and the corresponding inverted complement word w , with w = w. The extensions of Chargaff's second parity rule state that all symmetric word pairs have similar occurrence frequencies.
We call equivalent composition groups (ECG) to the sets of words with length k which contain the same number of nucleotides A or T . Every symmetric word pair is a subset of an ECG, which contains several distinct symmetric word pairs. Note that, for k-mers (word of length k) we have k + 1 ECGs and we denote the i-th ECG by G i , 0 ≤ i ≤ k where i represents the number of nucleotides A or T .
When all words in each ECG have similar frequency, we have a particular single strand symmetry phenomenon that we call uniform symmetry. A random sequence generated under independence with π A = π T and π C = π G is obviously expected to exhibit uniform symmetry. We expect that, in a natural DNA sequence, the frequency of a word is generally more similar to the frequency of its inverted complement than to the frequencies of other words in the same ECG. We call this exceptional symmetry.
We use uniform symmetry as the reference to evaluate the possible exceptional symmetry (non uniform symmetry) of a DNA sequence.
Exceptional symmetry measure
To measure exceptional symmetry in a global way we propose the following ratio
where
being the chi-square statistic used to evaluate the uniformity in ECG G i , and
s (G i ) being the chi-square statistic to evaluate the symmetry in ECG G i . τ > 0 is a residual value to avoid an indeterminate ratio in the presence of exact uniform symmetry.
We observe that R s statistic does not depend on the sample size dimension (n), but depends on the degrees of freedom of X 
where n m is the number of words in missing symmetric pairs. Likewise, if some ECGs have no occurrences, df u must also be corrected to
is the number of ECGs with no occurrences and ECG m the number of elements in one ECG with no occurrences.
In order to obtain an effect size measure able to compare the symmetry effect of all k-mers we create the following measure
The equivalence between symmetric word pairs may be evaluated using Cramér's coefficient. If a DNA sequence reveals symmetry, it is worthwhile to evaluate the existence of exceptional symmetry. If VR takes on values 1 and there is equivalence between symmetric word pairs, we conclude that there is exceptional word symmetry in the sequence being analyzed.
Note that, VR measure can be described as the ratio of two Cramér's coefficients which may be considered an effect size measure.
DNA sequences
In this study, we used the complete DNA sequences of 27 organisms obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI; ftp://ftp.ncbi. nih.gov/genomes/); The species used in this work are listed in Tab. 1 and were downloaded in January 2014.
All genome sequences were processed to obtain the word counts. The words were counted considering overlapping. We use the word lengths from 1 to 12. 
Simulated data
To serve as control data, we generated random sequences designed to emulate some of the statistical characteristics of the studied genomes. For each genome, of length n and composition (f A , f C , f G , f T ), we generated 100 random sequences of the same length n, under the independent symbol assumption, with nucleotide probabilities set to π A = π T = (f A + f T )/2 and
Software in the form of C and Matlab code, together with a sample input data set and complete documentation is available on request from the corresponding author (vera@ua.pt). Table 2 shows the number of words in missing symmetric pairs and the number of missing ECGs in the studied genomes. These are totals for the 12 word lengths. Unsurprisingly, shorter genomes have more missing symmetric word pairs. Note also that only viruses had ECGs with no occurrences.
Results
The VR values computed for the 27 × 100 random sequences show virtually no correlation (|r| < 0.1) with the sequence lengths. This is shown (for k = 12) in figure 1 and summarized in table 3. Since there is no association between sequence length and the VR values in the random sequences, we propose as a control scenario the mean of all random sequences (2700 distinct random sequences). The simulated data represents the control groups for the symmetry phenomenon without exceptional symmetry. Naturally, the random sequences generated under the independence hypothesis show no exceptional symmetry. Using the random sequences, we compute the standard error for the mean of VR values, and we compute confidence interval at the 95% level for the mean (mean-2*SE; mean+2*SE). By comparing the VR measures for each cellular organism to the measures of the random data, we observe that all the studied cellular organisms present exceptional single strand DNA word symmetry, for all word lengths.
Some of the viruses studied here do not present significant exceptional symmetry for short word lengths, since VR values are lower than the upper bound (mean +2SE) of the confidence interval obtained in the uniform symmetry context (see Fig. 3 ). The shapes of the exceptional symmetry profiles for NC001341, NC001447 and NC004290 viruses are similar. In NC008724 and NC011646 exceptional symmetry profiles the effect is stronger than in the other viruses under study. In a previous work [1] , a valley was reported in intermediate word lengths for these two viruses, but we now recognise this as an artifact caused by missing words. The corrected df s and df u proposed here eliminate this artifact. Furthermore, this correction eliminates the tendency for the increasing of the VR profile for the longer k-mers, which was perceptible in the uncorrected profiles shown in [1] for most species (viruses, archea, bacteria, fungi and protozoa).
The highest variation coefficient inside each group (eukarya, bacteria, archaea and viruses) for all studied word lengths is obtained in eukarya. Figure 4 shows the subgroup profiles for: animalia, plantae, fungi and protists. The highest exceptional symmetry values were obtained for animalia.
Note that Rattus norvegicus shows the highest exceptional symmetry values when compared with the other species in this study. We also observed that the maximum exceptional value for cellular organisms was obtained between word lengths 2 and 5, and for viruses it was obtained for the longer word lengths under study.
Although the exceptional symmetry measure (VR) is independent from the sequence length in random sequences, there might be some association in real sequences. In fact, we observed that exceptional symmetry is strongly related to the length of the organism's genome. For each organism we obtained the average of the VR values (over the 12 word lengths) and the genome size. The Pearson correlation coefficient between mean VR values and genome size is 0.81.
In order to explore the potentialities of the exceptional symmetry profile to compare the evolutionary relation between species, we generate a dendrogram. The exceptional symmetry profile of each species is represented as a vector [log 10 (VR (1)), . . . , log 10 (VR (12))]. We use the Euclidean distance between the symmetry profiles of each pair of species and the UPGMA linkage criteria between groups. Figure 5 shows the resulting dendrogram. This dendrogram presents some accepted evolutionary relationships between living organisms. For instance, the dendrogram presents several subgroups: viruses group; archaea, bacteria and fungi group; vertebrate group; eukarya group (without fungi).
Conclusion
We proposed a new measure to assess exceptional symmetry based on the comparison of symmetric word counts. Simulation with random sequences show that this measure is insensitive to genome size and word length.
Leveraging on this measure,we created a kind of organism genomic signature which is an exceptional symmetry profile (the vector with the first 12 measures of exceptional symmetry). Although the exceptional symmetry profile is a vector with only twelve elements, it seems to contain enough information to cluster organisms in major groups in a dendrogram.
Based on exceptional symmetry profile, we observed that all cellular organisms under study present exceptional symmetry: we conjecture that exceptional symmetry is an universal law of cellular organisms. We also found some viruses with a VR profile showing a behavior opposite to exceptional symmetry, VR < 1, in short words. The animals group showed the highest exceptional symmetry in this study. 
